
Instructions for 'Nova Earrings in Aqua' Kit
Project KE-SP-036C   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - set of four medium silver plated bead caps 8 - small bead silver plated caps

1 - pair of large silver plated bead caps 2 - silver long earring hooks

2 - 6mm aqua rainbow beads 2 - 22g 1.5 inch silver head pin

4 - 8mm aqua rainbow beads 4 - silver eye pin

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/products/how-to-make-the-nova-earrings-kit-by-beadaholique

By following the instructions below you will make one earring. Repeat all instructions to make the second earring.

1. Take one headpin and string on one small bead cap, one 8mm bead, one large bead cap and one small bead cap. Make a simple
wire loop*. Take your chain nose pliers and make sure the loop is closed.

2. Then onto one eye pin, string on one medium bead cap, one 8mm bead and one medium bead cap. Make a simple wire loop. Take
your chain nose pliers and make sure the loop is closed.

3. Take one more eye pin and string on one small bead cap, one 6mm bead and one small bead cap. Make a simple wire loop.

4. Next open the bottom loop of the middle component (the one with the 8mm bead and medium bead caps), same as you would a
jump ring*, and attach the bottom component. Close the loop.

5. Move to the top loop of the middle component and attach the top component in the same manner.

6. Finally open the loop of the top component and slide on the earring hook. Close the loop and you're all done!

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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